LET'S DANCE to SON JAROCHO
WE MEET MEXICO
Before the first Spanish landed in what we now
call Mexico in the early 16th century, powerful
empires such as those of the OLMECS, the
MAYA and the AZTECS ruled in waves. Spanish
CONQUISTADORS imposed their language,
culture and religion, ruling "New Spain" for three
hundred years. In 1821 a coalition of indigenous
people, "MESTIZOS" and conservative Mexican
landowners achieved formal independence, and
in the 1910s Mexicans, following leaders such
as Emiliano Zapata, overthrew the still-ruling
Spanish elite and declared Mexico a land for all
its people. Today Mexico is a vibrant modern
nation that wrestles with drug-trade violence,
independent and hopeful but struggling to find
peace.

BIG FANS OF FANDANGO

How to introduce Son Jarocho dancing to kids
VIDEO PASSWORD: jPpRAHXrXz

SON JAROCHO is a Spanish/Creole/
African musical fusion from Mexico’s
southern coastal plain area of Veracruz.
Son Jarocho musicians gather often in
public festive musical and dance parties
called FANDANGOS during which all
members of the community are welcome
to participate in making music.

WHY HAVE A FANDANGO?

"Let's Dance to Son Jarocho" on YouTube

PROCEDURES

A FANDANGO is a community festival, a
time for friends and family to gather in the
public square to sing, dance and jam out on
SON JAROCHO instruments like a JARANA
(a small stringed instrument like a guitar),
a QUIJADA (a donkey jawbone used for
percussion), a MARIMBULA (a wooden box
with metal tines to pluck), a SON JAROCHO
HARP and a wooden dancing platform
known as a TARIMA that the musicians
consider a percussion instrument and
factor into the arrangement of their songs.

In our FANDANGO we're going to enjoy SON
JAROCHO dancing. After you introduce MEXICO and
SON JAROCHO music to your students and clear
space in your room to dance:
1) Prepare your TARIMA -- pretend to dig a
rectangular space at the front of the room. Tell
dancers they're going to wear shoes with strong heels
that make a loud noise when they hit the tarima.
2) Start by dancing along with Jay in the teachers'
video or learning the dance from the video and
teaching students yourself. You can dance to "La
Guacamaya" from All Around This World: Latin
America.

"La Guacamaya -- Son Jarocho"

The main step follows a rhythm that dancers speak
out as, "CAFÉ CON PAN," "cafay con pon," which
translates into "coffee and bread."
3) After learning the dance explore the suggested
videos or find other son jarocho videos and dance
along -- join the virtual fandango!

Santiago Tuxtla Veracruz - Fandango

VOCABULARY/TERMS
CONQUISTADORES: Spanish and Portuguese colonial-era conquerors.
FANDANGO: A community-wide SON JAROCHO music party.
MESTIZOS: People in Latin America with mixed European and Amerindian
ancestry.
MEXICO: A North American nation with a long history of interplay between
indigenous peoples and colonizers from Spain.
SON JAROCHO: A genre of music originating in southern Mexico with
influences from Spanish and indigenous peoples' songs.

DISCUSSION/PROJECTS
Time to party! Having a FANDANGO will give you a chance to invite
friends, family and members of your community into your classroom,
be it a school or your home, to make music and enjoy other's company
while experiencing southern Mexican culture. During your fandango
make everyone feel comfortable singing and dancing by teaching
son jarocho songs and dance steps and make sure everyone has an
instrument in hand.

LEARN MORE
AllAroundThisWorld.com/Mexico
AllAroundThisWorld.com/LaGuacamaya
AllAroundThisWorld.com/SonJarochoDancing

All Around This World: Latin America features "La
Guacamaya," our version of a son jarocho standard
about a parrot who teaches us how to fly.

GRADE LEVEL:
Pre K -5: Teacher can introduce and lead dance to match appropriate
grade level.

LEARNING OUTCOME/GOAL:
Pre K - K: Students will experience music and dance from Mexico.
K-2: Students will learn the general location of Mexico and experience son
jarocho music and dance.
3-5: Students will learn the location of Mexico, experience son jarocho
music and dance, meet sevearl son jarocho instruments and become
familiar with the concept of a fandango.

MATERIALS:
-- No materials necessary.
-- Internet access in class or home helpful for streaming music and watching
videos, though you can acquire music and download videos beforehand.

ASSESSMENT
Pre K - K: Do students know the name and country of origin of the dance?
K-2 :Can students generally locate Mexico on a map? Can students recreate
the basic motions of the dance?
3-5: Can students locate Mexico on a map? Can they recreate the basic
motions of the dance? Do they appreciate the concept of a fandago? If
invited to a fandango, would they know what instruments to bring?

COMMON CORE and STANDARDS:
English Language Arts Standards » Speaking & Listening:
(Listening and Adding Something New/ Listening and Repeating/ Understanding Others)
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.K.1.B
Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges.
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.1.B
Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple 		
exchanges.
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1.B
Build on others’ talk in conversations by linking their comments to the remarks of others.
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.3.1.B
Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to
others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.4.1.B
Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.K.1, 1.1, 2.1
Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten/grade 1/
grade 2 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
-- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.3.1, 4.1
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) 		
with diverse partners on grade 3/4 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their 		
own clearly.
National Council for the Social Studies
-- Standard 1: Culture
(c.) Describe ways in which language, stories, folktales, music and artistic creations serve as
expressions of culture and influence behavior of people living in a particular culture
-- Standard 9: Global Connections
(a.) Explore ways that language, art, music, belief systems and other cultural elements may
facilitate global understanding or lead to misunderstanding
National Standards for Music Education
-- 9. Content Standard: Understanding music in relation to history and culture
-- Achievement Standard:
Students: b. Describe in simple terms how elements of music are used in music examples from

various cultures of the world

LET'S DANCE TO SON JAROCHO
EVERYONE SING AND EVERYONE DANCE
SON JAROCHO is a genre of music from Mexico’s
southern coastal plain area of Veracruz. Son
Jarocho musicians gather often in public festive
musical and dance parties called FANDANGOS,
community festivals that are a chance for friends
and family to gather in the public square to
sing, dance and jam together on instruments
like a JARANA, a small stringed instrument like
a guitar, a QUIJADA, a donkey jawbone used
for percussion, a MARIMBULA, a wooden box
with metal tines, a SON JAROCHO HARP and
a wooden dancing platform known as a TARIMA
that the musicians consider a percussion
instrument and factor into the arrangements.

IN CLASS WE...
-- Learned about Mexico, Veracruz, Son
Jarocho music and community festivals
called fandangos.

LEARN MORE:
AllAroundThisWorld.com/Mexico
AllAroundThisWorld.com/LaGuacamaya
AllAroundThisWorld.com/SonJarochoDancing

-- Experienced son jarocho dancing, swaying
our imaginary skirts back and forth from
side to side as to the phrase, "cafe con pan."
-- Danced to "La Guacamaya," our version
of a Son Jarocho standard, and flapped our
wings like parrots.

LET'S DANCE TO SON JAROCHO
EVERYONE SING AND EVERYONE DANCE
SON JAROCHO is a genre of music from Mexico’s
southern coastal plain area of Veracruz. Son
Jarocho musicians gather often in public festive
musical and dance parties called FANDANGOS,
community festivals that are a chance for friends
and family to gather in the public square to
sing, dance and jam together on instruments
like a JARANA, a small stringed instrument like
a guitar, a QUIJADA, a donkey jawbone used
for percussion, a MARIMBULA, a wooden box
with metal tines, a SON JAROCHO HARP and
a wooden dancing platform known as a TARIMA
that the musicians consider a percussion
instrument and factor into the arrangements.

IN CLASS WE...
-- Learned about Mexico, Veracruz, Son
Jarocho music and community festivals
called fandangos.

LEARN MORE:
www.AllAroundThisWorld.com/Mexico
www.AllAroundThisWorld.com/LaGuacamaya
www.AllAroundThisWorld.com/SonJarocho

-- Experienced son jarocho dancing, swaying
our imaginary skirts back and forth from
side to side as to the phrase, "cafe con pan."
-- Danced to "La Guacamaya," our version
of a Son Jarocho standard, and flapped our
wings like parrots.

All Around This World is a unique, interactive,
world cultures program for young children and their families
that encourages kids to explore the world
through exciting music, rhythms and movement.
Jay Sand, Philadelphia-based children's music
teacher, dad of three girls and world traveler
(much more so before he became the dad of three
girls), developed the All Around This World
curriculum with his children as a way to introduce
them to the countries he's already visited and the
many more he plans to visit with them.
Jay developed All Around This World based on years of meticulous musical
and cultural research conducted with the support of global musicians, educators and ethnomusicologists. The approximately 250 songs that are part of the
three year AATW curriculum originate from the global cultures that the music
program explores.

HOW TO SUPPORT ALL AROUND THIS WORLD
All Around This World is an independent, self-funded
project of independent, self-funded music teacher Jay
Sand. AATW relies on families, teachers and others who
support the project's mission to exist.
Visit All Around This World's page on PATREON, a
crowd-funding platform that allows artists to obtain
funding from their fans (patrons) on a recurring basis, to
learn how you can support All Around This World for as
little as $1 per "creation."

ENJOY A NEW GLOBAL MUSIC CLASS EVERY WEEK
Experience dynamic global learning in your
home, preschool, kindergarten or early elementary
classroom by connecting with Jay via video each week for
a new sing-along, dance-along world music class. Where
else can you explore a new region of the world every three
months while singing and dancing with your kids?
LEARN MORE.

BUY GREAT GLOBAL MUSIC FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
All Around This World's award-winning CDs
feature international musicians performing songs
from an exceptional variety of countries and cultures.
Jay adapted every song on each CD to appeal to both
kids and their grown-ups, then "road tested" them
extensively in class before takig them into the studio.
LEARN MORE.

BUY A "MUSICAL MAP" FOR YOUR HOME OR CLASSROOM
ALL AROUND THIS WORLD'S MUSICAL MAPS
introduce you to the most engaging
musical genres and instruments of the world
through the imaginative illustrations of Uruguayan animator Gustavo Wenzel. LEARN
MORE.

BOOK JAY FOR A CLASS, CONCERT OR TEACHER TRAINING

Jay is available for bookings anywhere and everywhere. He can bring
energizing family-friendly international music to your library, school,
community event or homeschooling group through engaging
presentations that any child, or grown-up, can instantly enjoy. Jay is also
available for teacher trainings, hands-on "how-to" workshops and
addresses at educational conferences. LEARN MORE.

FOLLOW ALL AROUND THIS WORLD ON SOCIAL MEDIA

